Tray.io/TMU Connector
The tray.io TMU Connector provides a powerful integration
between the TMU Platform and all of the other connectors
that TMU Supports.

TMU Connector/Trigger v1.0
Using the TMU Connector v1.0 you can Start/Stop calls on the TMU Platform, invite users to calls.
Using the TMU Trigger, workflows can respond to calls in the TMU Platform starting and stopping
which involve the associated user. This can trigger workflows in any other tool
which tray.io can be connected to.

TMU Connector v1.1
The next version of the TMU Connector will also add the ability to send/receive chat messages,
along with custom, full access to any API Method in the TMU Platform

Starting and Scheduling Calls
To start or schedule a call in a workflow, start by adding the TMU connector from the tools list on
the left side of the tray designer.

As you can see - the TMU Connector supports 2 actions at this time, Start Call and Schedule Call.
Both of these actions create a TMU Call, but one is scheduled for right now - and the other
is schedule for a future time.
When scheduling a call we can provide a subject, start date/time and invite users by email address.

Setting the date interactively:

Adding one or more users by email address:

Call settings such as the subject, description and rules for the in call behavior can also be
set at this time:

Once the call is scheduled in the TMU Platform, all of the attributes of the call are available for
subsequent steps in the process:

For example, here I can send an email once the call is scheduled, linking the subject of the email,
to the subject of the scheduled call as follows:

Having connected an email notification to the output of the start call - I can click “Run Workflow”
to test that when invoked, this starts a TMU Call, invites me to the call - and then tray sends me
an email with the subject/description from that call.

TMU Trigger v1.0
The TMU Trigger allows workflows to respond to calls which start/stop on the platform in
response for a specific user. If the user starts or stops a call themselves, or a call that they
have been invited to by another user starts or stops - the Tray.io trigger will be invoked.
Here is an example of setting up a workflow which will send a slack message when a call
which a user has been invited to is started.
Let's start by creating a new workflow:

Then click Select a Trigger and type “TMU”

Select the TMU Trigger and click “Create Workflow”. The workflow will automatically include
the TMU Trigger to start with, but must be configured to either respond when a call starts,
or when it stops:
At this point, I want to send the user a slack message, any time a call they are invited to is started.

As you can see, we selected Call Started as the event, and have added a slack connector to
the workflow. Next I will ask it to send the user a slack message reminding them that a
call they’re involved with is starting.

When a call in TMU Is started, it now shows this message in slack.

And following that link will take the user to the TMU Call started (or scheduled).

